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Abstract

We determine the stability of s- and z-dependent basic fields under the magnetostrophic approximation in a cylindrical
geometry. The geostrophic flow V is the dominant nonlinearity in the nonlinear regime. This work assesses the impact ofG

the geostrophic flow at critical linear stability LsL by imposing V as a differential rotation. Here, the Elsasser numberc G
wL is the appropriate nondimensional measure of imposed field strength. Fearn et al. Fearn, D.R., Lamb, C.J., McLean, D.R.,

Ogden, R.R., 1997. The influence of differential rotation on magnetic instability and nonlinear magnetic instability in the
xmagnetostrophic limit. Geophys. Astrophys. Fluid Dyn. 86, 173–200 showed that for simple s-dependent basic fields,

wcertain imposed differential rotations could lower L . McLean and Fearn McLean, D.R., Fearn, D.R., 1999. Thec
xgeostrophic nonlinearity and its effect on magnetic instability. Geophys. Astrophys. Fluid Dyn., In Press. then showed that

the geostrophic flow-induced subcritical behaviour in the most unstable mode for various combinations of basic fields and
Ž .aspect ratios. Here, both linear and nonlinear results are new; previous analyses only considered radially s- dependent basic

fields. We will derive a consistency condition necessary for the existence of solutions before investigating whether
subcriticality exists under a dipolar basic field configuration. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is generally accepted that the geomagnetic field
is generated from the liquid iron outer core of the
Earth. There, field sustaining fluid motions perpetu-
ate the nonlinear geodynamo mechanism. Measure-
ment of the strength of the Earth’s magnetic field is
made difficult since the toroidal component vanishes

Ž .at the core–mantle boundary CMB . It is only the
poloidal part which can be measured at the Earth’s

) Corresponding author. E-mail: douglas.mclean@
obs.ujf-grenoble.fr

surface. Thus, the precise strength of the geomag-
netic field in the core is not known. However, strong
field theory predicts that the toroidal component will

Žbe stronger than its poloidal counterpart see Fearn,
.1997 .

The recent explosion in computer technology has
allowed the formulation and numerical solution of
dynamo problems which, until recently, were not
numerically tractable. In particular, we are now able
to formulate and solve geodynamo models. This task
is made especially difficult owing to a result by

Ž .Cowling 1934 . He showed that a purely axisym-
metric magnetic field cannot be supported by dy-
namo action. This has profound implications for any
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self-consistent dynamo model in that it must be
three-dimensional and memory and speed limitations
become very real. However, Glatzmaier and Roberts
Ž .1995a,b, 1996, 1997 and Kuang and Bloxham
Ž .1997a,b have successfully integrated their respec-
tive dynamo models through a number of diffusion
time scales

t sLL 2rh sO 105 years. 1.1Ž . Ž .h

Here, h is the magnetic diffusivity and LL is a
Ž .typical lengthscale e.g., the outer core radius . It

should be stressed, however, that the models cited
are greatly limited by the smallness of viscosity in
the Earth’s outer core. Terrestrial estimates put the
Ekman number

Esnr2V LL 2 sO 10y15 . 1.2Ž . Ž .0

The Ekman number E is a nondimensional measure
of the viscosity n and an inverse measure of the
Earth’s angular frequency V . In fact, the smallest0

value that is at present computationally possible puts
Ž y4 .EsO 10 which, although small, is much larger

than geophysical values. A common feature of self-
consistent dynamo models is the use of ‘hyperdiffu-
sivities’ associated with the viscosity n and the
magnetic diffusivity h. The hyperdiffusivities are
designed to damp small-scale structures, which can
lead to numerical instability, more heavily than the
larger-scale structures. It is a great shame that hyper-
diffusivities are necessary, since they obscure the
true value of the Ekman number and do not help us
to better understand the nonpassive role of the Ek-
man boundary layers in the evolution of the geody-
namo.

Given the problems cited, we realise that if
progress is to be made in understanding the geody-
namo, it is absolutely necessary that all avenues of
research be pursued. In particular, simpler model
problems which retain aspects of the physics will
complement the full 3D models and lead to a better
understanding of the underlying mechanisms at work.
In this paper, we do not concern ourselves with the

Ž .generation of the main or basic field, but consider
its stability to small perturbations. Any instabilities
found are important since they will give constraints
on the unknown field and sustain motions in the
core.

Much work has been done involving magnetic
instabilities. In fact, the subject enjoys an extensive

Žliterature see, e.g., Acheson, 1972, 1973, 1983;
.Zhang and Fearn, 1994, 1995 and is closely related

to magnetoconvection. There, instabilities are driven
in the presence of an imposed temperature field.

Ž .Zhang 1995b has shown that magnetically driven
and thermally driven instabilities are part of the same
mechanism. Thus, it makes sense to simplify the
problem and focus on instabilities driven solely by

Žthe basic magnetic field. Fearn 1983a,b, 1984, 1985,
.1988 has completed linear magnetic stability analy-

sis of azimuthal basic state fields of the form

B) sB B sB sF s 1 1.3Ž . Ž .0 M 0 M f

in rapidly rotating cylindrical geometries. Here BM
Ž .is the maximum field strength of the imposed basic

) Ž .state field B , s,f, z are the system of cylindrical0

polar coordinates and 1 , 1 , 1 are the correspond-s f z

ing base vectors. Starred variables refer to dimen-
sional quantities and unstarred variables, to their

w Ž .dimensionless counterparts see 2.5 and the associ-
ated text for an explanation of the nondimensionali-

xsation . Under the magnetostrophic approximation,
inertial and viscous terms are neglected from the

Ž .momentum equation 2.2 . This is done on the
grounds that the leading order force balance is be-
tween Lorentz, Coriolis and buoyancy forces. Fearn
has shown that instabilities often manifest them-
selves when the Elsasser number

L'B2 r2V m rhsO 1 . 1.4Ž . Ž .M 0 0

Here, m is the magnetic permeability of free space,0
Žr is the constant density of the core fluid it is

constant, since we consider an isothermal fluid inde-
.pendent of temperature and h is the magnetic diffu-

sivity. Such values of the Elsasser number are not
inconsistent with geomagnetic observations and with
the current theory that the Earth contains a strong,

Ž .hidden, toroidal field, where LsO 1 and a weaker
poloidal field emerging at the Earth’s surface, where

Ž .L-O 1 . Therefore, magnetic instabilities will play
a role in the evolution of the geodynamo.

Typically, in magnetic stability analysis, one be-
gins by decomposing the magnetic and flow fields
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) )Ž .into their respective axisymmetric B ,V and
Ž ) ) .non-axisymmetric parts b ,v :

) ) )B s,f , z ,t sB s, z ,t qb s,f , z ,tŽ . Ž . Ž .
) ) )V s,f , z ,t sV s, z ,t qv s,f , z ,t . 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .

For a vector function F, we define its axisymmetric
F and non-axisymmetric f parts by

1 2p

Fs Fdf and fsFyF. 1.6Ž .H
2p 0

Ž .Once the substitutions 1.5 have been made, then
the governing equations decouple into separate evo-
lution equations for the axisymmetric and non-

Ž .axisymmetric components see Fearn, 1994 . To
compute a linear stability analysis, one may then

Ž .prescribe the mean axisymmetric field as a basic
) ) ) )Ž .state B sB , V sV and solve only the non-0 0

Ž ) ) .axisymmetric equations for the instabilities b ,v .
When we move beyond the linear regime, nonlinear
feedback on the mean field from the instability ex-
ists. However, after an order analysis, it may be
possible to neglect part of this feedback depending

Ž ) ) .on the precise amplitudes of b ,v . In particular,
if the amplitudes of the instabilities approach ampli-

w Ž 1r4.xtudes in the Ekman regime O E , then as we
will show in Section 3.2, a mean poloidal field

) Ž 1r2 . < ) < < ) <B sO E is generated. Since B < b , thenP P

it may be neglected explicitly from the non-axisym-
metric equations under an order analysis. However,
B) does make a first-order contribution to theP

Ž .geostrophic flow V 1 see below and, hence, itsG f

contribution to V cannot be ignored. This is anG

important point to make, since the geostrophic flow
is the dominant nonlinear effect in the Ekman regime
and controls the class of bifurcation into the nonlin-

wear state. As the amplitude of instability moves
Ž 1r4. Ž .beyond O E and approaches O 1 , we move

into the Taylor regime and any solution there must
satisfy Taylor’s condition

) ) ) )

= =B =B dS 1.7Ž . Ž .H f
)Ž .C s

Ž ) .at leading order. Here, C s is any concentric
cylinder centred on the axis of rotation. For a full
description of Taylor States and Ekman States see,

Ž . Ž .e.g., Taylor 1963 , Malkus and Proctor 1975 , Jault
Ž . Ž . x1995 or Hollerbach 1996 .

Ž .In earlier work, Fearn et al. 1997 , McLean
Ž . Ž . Ž1997 and McLean and Fearn 1999 hereafter

.referred to as FLMO, M97 and MF98, respectively
investigated the nonlinear development of linear in-

Ž .stabilities of the basic state 1.3 found by Fearn
Ž .1988 . M97 and MF98 utilised the magnetostrophic
approximation in the fluid main body, but reintro-
duced viscosity into the Ekman boundary layers next
to the flat top and bottom bounding plates in their
annular model. The instabilities were then considered

Ž 1r4.at finite amplitudes O E in the Ekman regime.
Since V is the dominant nonlinearity in the EkmanG

state, they simplified their problem significantly by
neglecting all other nonlinearities. This has meant
that any solutions found must be of the Ekman type.
M97 and MF98 have also shown that when the
cylindrical annular geometry is used, the two flat
plate no-normal-flow boundary conditions become
degenerate. Then, the traditional form for the
geostrophic flow

y1r22 EŽ .
) ) )V s,t 1 s = =B =BŽ . Ž .H fG f

)

)2p s Ž .C s

=dS)1 , 1.8Ž .f

converted from its form in the sphere for the cylin-
drical geometry, only forms part of the flow. In fact,
in the cylindrical geometry, there exists a non-
axisymmetric component of the geostrophic flow.
They assert that the geostrophic flow must be of the
form

s f fV s,f ,t 1 q V s,f ,t qV s,t 1 . 1.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G s G G f

Ž .The form 1.9 necessarily implies that the numerical
problem be fully three-dimensional when we con-
sider basic states of the form

B) sB sF s G z 1 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .0 M f

rather than being two-dimensional in a similar prob-
lem within a spherical geometry. We therefore ne-
glect the non-axisymmetric component of the
geostrophic flow

V s s,f ,t 1 qV f s,f ,t 1 1.11Ž . Ž . Ž .G s G f

for numerical tractability and for geophysical realism
Žthe non-axisymmetric component of the geostrophic
flow cannot exist in the geophysically relevant spher-
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. Ž .ical geometry . Hutcheson and Fearn 1995a,b
Ž .hereafter HF1,2 considered problems similar with
those of M97 and MF98, but with the addition of
viscosity throughout their annular geometry. Follow-

Žing on from their work, Hutcheson and Fearn 1996,
. Ž .1997 hereafter HF3,4 considered the linear and

Ž .nonlinear stability of basic states of the form 1.10 .
Ž .In our magnetostrophic problem, neglecting 1.11

has the implication that we must be very cautious
when comparing our results with the corresponding
results of HF3,4. The presence of viscosity in their
problem has meant that the geostrophic flow is cal-
culated implicitly within the flow field. As we will

Žsee in Section 4, the cylindrical geometry or, in-
.deed, any Cartesian geometry under the magne-

tostrophic approximation leads to a consistency con-
dition for the existence of solutions.

This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2,
we discuss the magnetohydrodynamic stability prob-
lem which we solve, first, by detailing the geometry
and evolution equations. Then, a consistency condi-
tion for the existence of solutions will be derived in
Section 4 before moving onto the results in Section
5. There, we consider the linear stability and primary
bifurcation class of dipole basic states of the form
Ž .1.10 . Finally, we discuss the implications of our
results in Section 6.

2. Magnetohydrodynamic problem

2.1. Bounded annular model

Ž ) ) .Using cylindrical polar coordinates s ,f, z ,
our model consists of a cylindrical annulus AA ) of
inner and outer radii s and s , respectively, boundedi o

in axial extent by flat, horizontal plates z ) s"d.
The annular region

) ) ) ) < ) <AA s s ,f , z : s -s -s , z -d 2.1� 4Ž . Ž .i o

is filled with an incompressible, isothermal conduct-
ing fluid of constant density r and rapidly rotates0

with angular frequency V about the z )-axis. This0

work represents the natural continuation from the
previous work done by MF98. There, we were able
to compare the stability results of basic states of the

Ž .form 1.3 with the corresponding viscous analyses
Ž .of Hutcheson and Fearn 1995a,b . In this paper, we

compare the stability results of dipole fields which
Ž .take the form 1.10 with the viscous analysis of

Ž .Hutcheson and Fearn 1996, 1997 .

2.2. GoÕerning equations

The time-evolution of an isothermal, electrically
conducting fluid with velocity V ) and its associated
magnetic field B) is governed by the momentum
and magnetic induction equations. These, together
with the fluid incompressibility constraint and the
divergence free condition for the magnetic field

Žcomplete our hydromagnetic system although the
divergence free condition is not independent from

.the magnetic induction equation . In dimensional
form, these are:

)E V
) ) ) )r qV P= V q2V 1 =V0 0 zE t

sy=
)P ) qn=

)

2
V )

qmy1
=

) =B) =B) , 2.2Ž . Ž .
E B)

2
) ) ) ) )s= = V =B qh= B . 2.3Ž . Ž .

E t

=
) PV ) s=

) PB) s0. 2.4Ž .
We nondimensionalise length on the outer annular
radius s . The conducting fluid is then confined too

�Ž . < <the annular region AAs s,f, z : s -s-1, z -ib
4z , where s ss rs and zsdrs . In this work, weib i o o

take s s0.35 and zspr2. Time is scaled with theib
Ž .slow magnetohydrodynamic or dynamo time scale

t s2V rV 2 , V 2 sB2 rs2 mr . 2.5Ž .s 0 M M M o

Here, V is the Alfven frequency. The magnetic´M

field is scaled by its maximum amplitude B asM

B) sB B and the flow as V ) ss Vrt . We thenM o s

decompose the magnetic and flow field as

B s,f , z ,t sB s, z q== A s, z 1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 f

qb s,f , z ,tŽ .
V s,f , z ,t sV s, z qV s, z qV s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 M G f

qv s,f , z ,t , 2.6Ž . Ž .
Ž .where B ,V is the basic state field and flow, A is0 0

wthe induced mean poloidal field it is neglected ex-
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Ž . Ž .plicitly from the perturbation equations 2.8 , 2.9
Ž .and 2.10 , but makes a first-order contribution to the

x Ž .geostrophic flow; see Section 3.2 and b,v is the
Ž .non-axisymmetric instability. The basic state mag-
netic field B induces the magnetic wind0

zT XV s == ==B =B d zŽ .HM 0 0
Xz sz

1r22sO 1 z s 1ysŽ . Ž .T

Ž .see, e.g., Fearn, 1997 . However, it was found in the
subsequent calculations that the results with V wereM

not significantly different from the results without
V . We therefore omit further discussion of theM

magnetic wind and write

V s,f , z ,t sV s 1 qv s,f , z ,t , 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G f

since we have not prescribed any basic state flow
Ž . Ž .V s0 . Substituting the perturbation forms 2.60

Ž .and 2.7 into the nondimensionalised governing
equations and neglecting all nonlinear terms except
where V is involved, yields the perturbation equa-G

tions

E v
LRo q V 1 P=vqvP= V 1 q1 =vŽ . Ž .G f G f zE t

sy=pqE=
2 vq ==B =bŽ .0

q ==b =B , 2.8Ž . Ž .0

E b
y1 2s== v=B q== V 1 =b qL = b,Ž . Ž .0 G fE t

2.9Ž .

=Pbs=Pvs0, 2.10Ž .
where Roshr2V d2 is the Rossby number. Given0

< < < < Ž .the fact that Ro , E <O 1 , we make an approxi-
mation which is nearly magnetostrophic: Ros0 and
0-E<1. This means that fluid inertia may be

Ž .neglected from 2.8 and an order analysis allows us
to neglect the viscous force. However, viscosity will
be significant in the boundary layers and this is
accommodated through the modified Taylor’s condi-
tion. Thus, any solution found will implicitly incor-
porate the viscous effects from the boundary layers
and be valid everywhere in the inviscid interior of
AA.

2.3. Boundary conditions and solution expansions

Under the magnetostrophic approximation, the
governing equations drop from being tenth order in s
to fourth order. This complicates the choice of
boundary conditions along the curved annular side-
walls. First, all normal components of the flow must
vanish along the surfaces sss , 1. Second, for theib

magnetic field, perfect electrical insulators inhabit
the regions exterior to the annulus: s-s and s)1.ib

Third, along the insulating sidewalls, there must be
no normal current and the field interior to the annu-
lus must match to an external potential field. This
requires six conditions to be satisfied on sss , 1ib

when the differential order in s is only 4. Fortu-
Ž .nately, Fearn 1983a has shown that the two no-nor-

mal-flow conditions on the sidewalls can be met
with the addition of a viscous layer. This leaves us
free to enforce no-normal-current flow and to match
the interior field to an external potential field at
sss , 1.ib

On zs"z , the boundary conditions are the no
normal flow and perfect electrical conductor condi-
tions:

nPvs0, nPbs0 and n=es0 on zs"z .
2.11Ž .

Written here in its dimensional form, Ohm’s law
allows us to eliminate the perturbed electric field e) :

e) ssy1 j) yv ) =B)

0

sh=
) =b) yv ) =B) ,0

where s is the electrical conductivity and j) is the
perturbed current density. From the boundary condi-
tion on the electric field, we then have the two
conditions

E b E b 1 E b E bz s z f
s and s qu B .z 0E s E z s Ef E z

However, at either top or bottom boundary, the
normal component of flow must vanish. Therefore,

E b E bz f
ss .

Ef E z

For the boundary conditions on the perfectly con-
ducting plates at zs"z , a Galerkin technique is
employed.
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NZ
imfX s,f , z ,t s X s,t cos n zqz e qCC,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n

ns0

2.12Ž .
NZ

imfY s,f , z ,t s Y s,t sin n zqz e qCC,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns0

2.13Ž .
where X represents any of Õ , Õ , b or b and Ys f s f

represents either Õ or b . The variable nsnpr2z ,z z

where 0FnFNZ. In here, we have used a trunca-
tion of NZs8.

Considering the regions exterior to the annular
volume, these regions 0FsFs and sGs areib ib

solid insulators and there can be no current flow
present. Therefore, from Maxwell’s equations, we
find ==bs0 in s-s and s)1. Consequently,ib

the exterior magnetic field be may be described by a
Ž .magnetostatic scalar potential field UsU s,f, z

be sy=U. 2.14Ž .
Using the divergence free condition, U must satisfy
Laplace’s equation =

2Us0. Therefore, the mag-
netic field interior to the annulus must match to an
external potential field. Following a similar proce-

Ž .dure as in Fearn 1988 , one can show that the
magnetic match conditions reduce to

sDb q 1ym b s0 on sss , 2.15Ž . Ž .s ,0 s ,0 ib

sDb q 1qm b s0 on ss1. 2.16Ž . Ž .s ,0 s ,0

for the zeroth mode ns0. For n)0, the match
conditions are simply

b s,t sg b s,t for 1FnFNZ, 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž .s ,n n z ,n

where

° I ns mŽ .mq 1 ib
y q if sssibI ns nsŽ .m ib ib~g s 2.18Ž .n K n mŽ .mq 1

y if ss1,¢ K n nŽ .m

where nsnpr2z . Here, I and K are modifiedm m
ŽBessel functions see Chap. 9 of Abramowitz and

.Stegun, 1965 .
For the condition that there be no normal current

Ž .flow across either boundary, j s ==b s0 re-s s

quires that
1 E b E bz f

y s0 on sss , 1. 2.19Ž .ibs Ef E z

Using =Pbs0 to obtain an expression for b inf

terms of b and b , we substitute this back intos z
Ž .2.19 and obtain

2 2 2 2w xs Db qsb q n s qm b rns0s ,n s ,n z ,n

on sss , 1 for 1FnFNZ. 2.20Ž .ib

3. The basic state, the mean poloidal field and the
geostrophic flow

3.1. The basic state

We study the stability of basic s- and z-depen-
dent axisymmetric field configurations of the form
Ž . Ž .1.10 to non-axisymmetric perturbations b,v within

Ž .the geometry of a bounded annular container 2.1 .
Inclusion of a z-dependence in the basic field con-
figuration is geophysically realistic, but leads to a
more complicated problem formulation, since the
axial modes may no longer be considered in isolation
as in MF98. In this work, the presence of the inde-
pendent variable z in the perturbation equations
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.8 , 2.9 and 2.10 couples the axial modes to-
gether and the problem becomes fully two-dimen-
sional. As a result, extensive modifications have
been made to the computer program used for MF98,
so that it may accommodate a wider range of basic
toroidal fields.

Ž .Zhang and Fearn 1994 assessed the linear stabil-
ity of toroidal field configurations in the spherical
shell geometry. There, problems of resolution were
encountered and the annular geometry is the logical
alternative that is more tractable. As already men-
tioned in the introduction, our magnetostrophic study
complements the work of HF1–4 who solved the
same stability problem, but at finite Ekman number.
They did not use the magnetostrophic approximation
and included many other nonlinear interactions ne-
glected in our analysis. HF1,2 considered the stabil-
ity of radially dependent basic state fields which are
best compared with results in MF98, whereas HF3,4

Ž .examined s- and z-dependent basic azimuthal fields
Ž .1.10 which we consider in this paper.

In each stability analysis conducted in the past,
Ž .either by Fearn 1983b, 1984, 1985, 1988 , HF1–4,
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or FLMO, the s-dependence has always been taken
Ž .in the form 3.1 . For this, the field is concentrated

towards the CMB. However, field concentration to-
wards the ICB may be equally important. To this
end, we also consider the stability of s- and z-depen-
dent basic fields whose radial dependence is given in
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.2 . The choices 3.1 and 3.2 allow us to com-
pare the stability results arising from different field
profiles: one concentrating towards the CMB and
one towards the ICB. Contour plots showing merid-

Ž .ional sections of the axisymmetric basic fields are
Ž .shown in Fig. 1. The radial dependencies, F s , are

given as

24 4 4 4F s s 2r 1ys 1ys s ys 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ib ib

2 44F s s 2r 1ys 1y 1qs ysŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ib ib

=
4 41qs ys ys . 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .ib ib

Ž .The function G z contains the z-dependence of
the basic field. Therefore, the z-independent fields of
MF98 correspond to taking Gs1. In this paper, G
is chosen to have an equatorially antisymmetric field
symmetry about the equator zs0. Here, we use the

Ž . Žnomenclature of Gubbins and Zhang 1993 equa-
torially symmetric ES or equatorially antisymmetric

A .E parities to identify symmetries about the equa-

Fig. 1. Meridional sections of the basic dipolar field B using G0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by 3.3 and 3.4 . Left to right: i using F from 3.1 ,

Ž . Ž .ii using F from 3.2 .

tor. We consider the following functional depen-
dence

G z scos l zqz , where ls lpr2z .Ž . Ž .
3.3Ž .

Ž .By taking l odd even leads to an equatorially
A Ž S.antisymmetric E symmetric E basic field. In this

work, we report the simplest dipolar case

EA : ls1. 3.4Ž .
It should be noted that although we use a pure dipole
basic field here, our problem has been formulated, so
that any basic field may be considered.

3.2. The contribution to V from the mean poloidalG

field

Ž .When the instabilities b,v reach amplitudes of
Ž 1r4. Ž .O E i.e., in the Ekman regime , a mean poloidal

Ž 1r2 .field B sO E will be generated through theP
waction of the electromotive force this can be seen

Ž .xfrom the source term on the right-hand side of 3.6 .
The mean part of the magnetic field is then

BsB s, z qB sB s, z 1 q== A1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 P 0 f f

3.5Ž .
where we have written the induced poloidal field BP

in terms of its poloidal scalar A. The evolution of A
is described by

E A 1
2 w xq y= As v=b 3.6Ž .f2ž /E t s

Ž .see Fearn, 1994 . Since the amplitudes of the insta-
Ž 1r4. Ž 1r2 .bilities are O E then AsO E and, conse-

quently, may be neglected in the linear problem.
Ž 1r4.Whilst A is O E smaller than the magnitude of

b, the induced poloidal field cannot, in general, be
neglected in calculating the geostrophic flow.

Observe that

zy1r2V s 2 E ==B =B d zŽ . Ž .HG f
yz

'V Žpol.qV Ž inst. , 3.7Ž .G G

where the contribution from the mean poloidal field
is

zy1r2Žpol.V s 2 E ==B =B d z 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .HG f
yz
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and the corresponding contribution from the mag-
netic instabilities is

zy1r2Ž inst.V s 2 E ==b =b d z . 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .HG f
yz

Ž .By seeking instabilities b,v in the Ekman regime,
then V Žinst. contributes at first order to the geostrophicG

flow. As is shown in M97:
1

NZ2 2Ž inst. y1V s a R s b qb DynbŽ .ÝG n s ,n s ,n z ,nž /E ns0

=bX , 3.10Ž .f ,n

where the prime denotes the complex conjugate and

2z if ns0
a s 3.11Ž .n ½ z if n)0.

Ž .The integrand contained in 3.8 may be written as

E A 1 E
==B =B sy sBŽ . Ž .0f E z s E s

E B 1 E0
q sA . 3.12Ž . Ž .

E z s E s

Ž 1r2 .Since AsO E , then the mean field must also,
Ž .in general, make an O 1 contribution to V . If theG

Ž .basic field is z-independent Gs1 , as taken by
FLMO, then

E A 1 E E B 1 Ez 0
sB y sA d zŽ . Ž .H 0E z s E s E z s E syz

zA E
s sB s0.Ž .0s E s yz

This result is independent of the form for F. How-
ever, if B is also z-dependent, then the integral of0
Ž .3.12 is not necessarily zero.

z1r2 Žpol.2 E V s ==B =B d zŽ . Ž .HG f
yz

zA E
2sy s FGŽ .

s E s yz

A dz X2q s F GŽ .H
s d syz

d
XqFG sA d z . 3.13Ž . Ž .
d s

By writing
`

As A s sin k zqz , 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k
ks1

the boundary conditions on zs"z for the poloidal
field, i.e., 1 PB s0 on zs"z , are satisfied. Con-z P

Ž . Ž .tinuing from 3.13 and substituting the form 3.3
Ž .for G z :

` A d Ez k 2yl s F qF sAŽ . Ž .Ý H ks d s E syzks1

=sin k zqz sin l zqz d zŽ . Ž .
`l A d dk 2s s F qF sAŽ . Ž .Ý k2 s d s d sks1

=
z

cos kq l zqzŽ .Ž .H
yz

ycos ky l zqz d z . 3.15Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Provided k/ l, then 3.15 will vanish. Therefore,

ks l makes the only nonzero contribution and we
have

lp d1r2 Žpol. 32 E V s s FA 3.16Ž . Ž .Ž .G l2 d s2 s

where l takes the value 1 according to the basic state
w Ž .xselected see 3.4 .

In order to find the poloidal scalar A, we must
solve

E 1 E 2 1 E
2q y y qk Ak2 2ž /E t s E ss E s

`

� 4s f d qg 3.17Ž .Ý r n kyn ,r k ,n ,r
r ,ns0

for all kG1, where d is the Kronecker deltak y n ,r

symbol,

°
z if r/nyk and rsnqk

~g s 3.18Ž .k ,n ,r yz if rsnyk and r/nqk
¢

0 if r/nyk and r/nqk

and, where a prime denotes the complex conjugate,

f s sR Õ bX yÕ bX 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž .r ,n z ,r s ,n s ,n z ,r
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It should be pointed out that, under the magne-
tostrophic approximation, the perturbation equations
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.8 , 2.9 and 2.10 do not determine the radial
flow component corresponding to the zeroth axial

w Ž .xmode Õ see 2.12 . The zeroth axial mode iss,0

actually the non-axisymmetric part of the radial
w Ž .xgeostrophic flow see 1.8

s sÕ sV yV , 3.20Ž .s ,0 G G

2pwhere FsH Fdfr2p . Further work is needed to0

resolve V s and hence Õ . At present, however, weG s,0

set Õ '0, since our motivation for examining thiss,0

magnetic stability problem is that much of the physics
will carry over to a similar problem in a spherical
shell geometry.

3.3. Enforcing V as a differential rotation at LsLG c

When examining the class of primary bifurcation
into the nonlinear regime, under z-independent basic
states, M97 and MF98 input the geostrophic struc-

Ž0. Ž .ture V 1 , calculated once from 3.10 using theG f

linear eigenfunction found at LsL , as the differ-c

ential rotation

RR V Ž0.1 3.21Ž .m G f

in their time-stepping calculations. For small values
of the modified magnetic Reynolds’ number, e.g., we

Ž y3 . Žhave taken RR sV t rs (O 10 where V ism m s o m
.the maximum amplitude of the differential rotation ,

Ž .the behaviour of the differential rotation 3.21 gives,
to an excellent approximation, the behaviour of the

Žnonlinear geostrophic flow. In fact, the smaller RRm
.is, the better the approximation. Thus, the type of

primary bifurcation into the nonlinear regime could
be determined easily in a linear calculation by exam-
ining the change in the growth rate of the magnetic

Ž .field when 3.21 was incorporated at neutral stabil-
ity.

In the spirit of enforcing a differential rotation
with the geostrophic structure computed from the
linear eigenfunction at LsL , we sketch how thec

contribution from the mean field may also be in-
cluded in the differential rotation.

Ž .The steady state version of Eq. 3.17

1 E 2 1 E
2y y qk Ak2 2ž /s E ss E s

`1
� 4s f d qg 3.22Ž .Ý r n kyn ,r k ,n ,r2 r ,ns0

was solved with the linear eigenfunctions b and v
substituted into f . Since a Galerkin method hasr n

enabled us to satisfy the perfectly conducting bound-
ary conditions on the top and bottom flat bounding
plates zs"z , and since B does not induce anyP

normal current J at the curved annular surfacess

sss , 1, we need only ensure that the poloidal fieldib

match to an external potential field at sss , 1. Thisib

is achieved by solving Laplace’s equation for the
exterior magnetic potential V Že. in a similar fashionP

to that already done earlier for the magnetic instabil-
Ž .ity b see Fearn, 1988 . The match conditions are

d A 1 kk
q q s0 3.23Ž .ž /d s s g P ,k

where

° I ksŽ .1 ib
y if sssib

I ksŽ .0 ib~g s 3.24Ž .P ,k
K kŽ .1

if ss1.¢ K kŽ .0

Ž .Finally, we were required only to solve 3.22 for the
values ks1 in the case of our dipolar basic state
field. Once A was obtained, it was substituted intok
Ž .3.16 to obtain the mean poloidal field contribution
to V . This was then added to the non-axisymmetricG

contribution to the geostrophic flow and at that point,
the sum was scaled by the magnetic Reynolds’ num-
ber ready to be input as a differential rotation.

4. Consistency condition

Consider the perturbation form of the magne-
tostrophic momentum equation

1 =vsy=pq ==B =bq ==b =B .Ž . Ž .z 0 0

4.1Ž .
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Ž .If one takes the z-component of the curl of 4.1 ,
then

E Õz
y s == ==B =bq ==b =B .� 4Ž . Ž .0 0 zE z

4.2Ž .

Now, the no-normal-flow boundary conditions re-
quire that Õ s0 on zs"z . Therefore,z

E Õz z zw xd zs Õ s0.H yzzE zyz

Consequently, any solution we find must satisfy
the consistency relationship

z

== ==B =bq ==b =B d zs0� 4Ž . Ž .H 0 0 z
yz

4.3Ž .

1 E E 1 E E Bz 0
m b sB q sbŽ .H s 0 z½ s E s E s s E s E zyz

1 E b E B E 2
f 0

q sB q sbŽ . Ž .0 f2 2Ef E s E sEfs s

B E 2 b0 s
y d zs0. 4.4Ž .2 2 5s Ef

Ž .On appealing to 2.12 , we see that if the basic field
is z-independent, as was taken by FLMO or MF98,
w Ž .x Ž .B ssF s , then 4.4 will always be satisfied.0

Ž . Ž .However, if we take B ssF s G z as is done0
Ž . Ž .in this work with G z selected from 3.4 , then it is

not clear whether upon making the substitutions
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.12 and 2.13 that 4.4 will be satisfied. This
issue can partly be resolved in the following way.

Ž .Each term in 4.4 will be proportional to either

1
G z cos n zqz s cos nq l zqzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .

2

qcos ny l zqzŽ . Ž .
1

XG z sin n zqz sy cos nq l zqzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2

ycos ny l zqzŽ . Ž .
w .where nsnpr2z , ng 0,1,2, . . . and a prime indi-

cates the z-derivative. Consider the dipole field con-
w Ž .xfiguration created by choosing ls1 see 3.4 for

Ž .G z . Provided the most unstable instability is

quadrupolar in nature, then it is the even modes n
Ž .which are selected and, consequently, 4.4 must

vanish. A similar result exists if one chooses ls2
Ž .i.e., a quadrupolar basic field and the dipolar insta-

Ž .bility. However, it is not clear as to whether 4.4
will or will not be satisfied if either of the other two
combinations of basic field and instability are se-
lected. In this event, we cannot say anything about
our results and they are not quoted.

This represents a serious deficiency in cylindrical
models under the magnetostrophic approximation
even in the linear regime. In order to address this
problem, further work is needed. The restoration of a
some form of viscosity to the right-hand side of the

Ž .magnetostrophic momentum equation 4.1 may help
to resolve the problem.

5. Results

The stability problem was solved by an LU-de-
composition method applied to a part spectral and
part finite-difference discretization of the governing
equations. As in MF98, a semi-implicit method was
employed incorporating the Crank–Nicholson
scheme for the diffusive terms and an Adams–
Bashforth method for the remaining terms.

The computations ran on a Silicon Graphics
R10000 Workstation. Although run times lasted, at
most, half an hour, it usually took several runs to
determine a single critical parameter value L . Suchc

values were found by starting with either arbitrary or
‘previous solution’ initial conditions and time step-
ping long enough to establish growth or decay of the

Ž .solution see M97 or MF98 . Once the appropriate
trend had been determined, the parameter values
were varied and the process was repeated. After two
such computations were completed, a secant method
could be applied in the remaining cycles to find the
zero L of the growth rate of the magnetic energy.c

We found it useful to redefine the Elsasser num-
ber L in terms of the mean field energy density
rather than by a field’s maximum amplitude. M97
and MF98 defined the ‘energetic Elsasser number’ as

E) B) B2Ž .0 MX
L s s E B sE B L.Ž . Ž .0 02V r mh 2V r mh0 0 0 0

5.1Ž .
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) Ž ) .Here, E B is the dimensional mean field energy0

density which is related to its dimensionless form by

1
) ) ) ) )E B s B PB dVŽ . H0 0 0

) )

)Vol AAŽ . AA

B2
M 2s B PB dVsB E B .Ž .H 0 0 M 0Vol AAŽ . AA

5.2Ž .
A redefinition of L in terms of the basic field energy
Ž .E B facilitates a realistic comparison between the0

different field configurations that we consider. In this
paper, all critical Elsasser numbers are quoted for the

X wenergetic version L but note that L values may be
Ž .xretrieved upon using 5.1 .

The results are organised as follows: first, we
consider the dipole field concentrating towards the
CMB in Section 5.1 before considering the field
concentrating towards the ICB in Section 5.2. In
each case, the geostrophic structure is applied at
neutral stability to determine the sub or supercritical-

Žity of the system into the Ekman regime see Section
.3.3 . Note, also, that in order to satisfy the consis-

tency condition, see Section 4, we are forced to
consider only instabilities of the quadrupolar type
Ž .for the dipole basic state . We therefore set to zero
the dipolar instabilities and force the quadrupolar
parity.

( )5.1. Dipole field CMB

The stability results for the dipole field are de-
tailed in Table 1 below. A field profile for the
dipolar axisymmetric basic state can be located in
Fig. 1.

The results for the first five azimuthal modes,
considered in isolation due to the separability in f,
are shown. The higher azimuthal modes are signifi-

Table 1
Critical parameter values for the dipole field with values for the
z-independent field shown italicised

m 1 2 3 4 5
X

L 2.381 0.8159 0.5256 0.4955 0.5816c

1.392 0.6909 0.5615 0.5864 –
v y0.8963 0.6835 y5.227 y11.93 y19.78c

Modes QQ QQ QQ QQ QQ

Bifurcation Sub Sub Sub Sub Sub

cantly more damped by ohmic diffusion than those
shown here and are, consequently, not quoted. Since
the z-dependent basic fields have weaker average
field strengths than their z-independent counterparts
Ž . XMF98 , use of L allows a realistic comparison
between each basic field. The values of L

X corre-c
Ž .sponding to the z-independent field using 3.1 are

the correct comparison with the results in this paper
and are shown in italics in Table 1.

Here, the only difference between the basic fields
Ž .is in the form for G: the z-dependent case 3.4 vs.

the z-independent case where Gs1. On inspection
of Table 1, we see that the introduction of a z-de-
pendence has had a destabilising effect.

The most unstable mode for the dipolar basic field
is the ms4, quadrupolar Q-instability with fre-
quency y11.93. Comparison of our most unstable
ms4 mode contrasts with the similar, but viscous
results of HF3 which suggest that ms2 is the
preferred mode. This prompted us to rework our
problem for their aspect ratio of zs1, but there was
little difference from the results when zspr2
Ž .hence, they are not reproduced .

In the manner of MF98, we use the linear eigen-
Ž X X .function at neutral stability L sL to generate thec

Ž0.Ž . Ž .geostrophic flow V s see Section 3.2 . Normalis-G

ing that flow and modulating it with the modified
magnetic Reynolds’ number and enforcing the flow
as a differential rotation allows us to determine the
initial effect of V on the solution in the nonlinearG

Ž y3 .regime. Typically, we set RR s10 . In contrastm

with the results of HF4 who did not find subcritical
instability, we find that the geostrophic flow has an
inherently destabilising nature with the most unstable

wmodes forming subcritical instabilities this result
was mirrored for quadrupolar basic state where ls2

Ž .xin 3.3 .
The real and imaginary parts of the linear solution

w Ž . Ž .xb and v see 2.12 and 2.13 are represented in
Figs. 2 and 3. Meridional sections, drawn as contour
plots, show the structure of the most unstable, ms4,
mode at L

X s0.4955. The eigenfunctions for b andc

v have been normalised separately, but in the same
way. For example, the field was normalised by divid-
ing by the quantity

NZ
r ib q ib sin n zqz exp imf 5.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý z ,n z ,n

ns0
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Fig. 2. The perturbed magnetic field b. Meridional sections max-
imising over f for the most unstable ms4 mode under the dipole

Ž .field configuration in Fig. 1 i . Top row, from left to right: the real
Ž . Ž . Ž .part of i b , ii b and iii b . The bottom row is as the tops f z

row, but shows the corresponding imaginary parts. All figures use
the same contour interval.

Ž .evaluated at the point Ps s ,f , z . Here, amax max max

superscript rri refers to the realrimaginary part. P
was found as the point which maximised the real
part of b , i.e., P is the point for whichz

NZ
r iR b s b cos mfyb sin mfŽ . Ž .Ýz z ,n z ,n

ns0

=sin n zqz , 5.4Ž . Ž .
where

fsmy1 arctan yb i rb r 5.5Ž .Ž .z ,n z ,n

is a maximum.
The first observation that can be made is that the

instability, as one intuitively expects, tends to con-
Žcentrate in the region close to the CMB towards the

.right-hand side of the plots . The quadrupolar nature
of the instability is also evident. The plots are well-
resolved showing large scale structure occurring on
length scales over the radius of the annulus. The

corresponding geostrophic flow structure is shown in
Fig. 4. There, the two contributions to the geostrophic
flow: the mean poloidal field’s contribution V Žpol.

G

and the magnetic instability’s contribution V Žinst.; areG

shown separately and whose sum is V . Under thisG

section’s particular choice of dipolar field concen-
trating toward the CMB, one can see that it is the
contribution from the mean field V Žpol. which domi-G

nates the geostrophic flow. However, for the basic
dipole field concentrating toward the ICB, it is the
contribution from the magnetic instability V Žinst.

G
w Ž .xwhich dominates V see 3.7 .G

A useful check of our results is to evaluate the
expression

1 2Is s V s d s. 5.6Ž . Ž .H G
sib

Ž .This condition is identical to Eq. 17 of Jault 1995
Žwhen his half height z is taken to be a constant as1

Fig. 3. The perturbed flow field v. Meridional sections maximis-
ing over f for the most unstable ms4 mode under the dipole

Ž .field configuration in Fig. 1 i . Top row, from left to right: the real
Ž . Ž . Ž .part of i Õ , ii Õ and iii Õ . The bottom row is as the tops f z

row, but shows the corresponding imaginary parts. All figures use
the same contour interval.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. The geostrophic flows for the dipolar basic fields which concentrate to the CMB left column and to the ICB right column . Here
Žpol. Žinst. Ž . Ž . < Žinst. <V and V are as defined in 3.8 and 3.9 . Both components have been evaluated at LsL and scaled with max V .G G c G
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.is appropriate to our model . I is the net viscous
torque acting on sss , 1 and FLMO have shownib

that it must vanish. Our results satisfy their finding
Ž .within the bounds of numerical precision .

( )5.2. Dipole field ICB

The s-dependencies of our basic states have, at
this point, lain unchanged from those first studies
Ž .e.g., Fearn, 1983b . The particular form for F was
chosen, so that the basic toroidal field would vanish
on the inner and outer core boundaries whilst a

Žparameter a allowed variations on this theme see
.Fig. 3.1 in M97 or Fig. 1 in MF98 for examples . It

was then possible to gain some insight into how
results depended on the choice of basic field. How-
ever, the function F, tended to concentrate field

w Ž .xaway from the ICB as in 3.1 . We now investigate
Ž .the form 3.2 for F in a field concentrating to the

ICB. The structure of the new basic state can be seen
Ž .in Fig. 1 iii .

What is immediately obvious from the stability
results in Table 2 is that those modes that were most

Ž .unstable when the ‘traditional’ form for F, 3.1 , was
used have now been completely damped by ohmic
diffusion. For the azimuthal modes having mG2,
the energetic Elsasser number L

X now lies in excess
Ž .of 2.6 corresponding to LG65 and the most un-

stable mode is now the ms1 mode.
The difference can be explained in the following

way. We know that any instability will tend to
concentrate where the basic field is strongest and our
new choice of s-dependence has forced the instabil-
ity towards the ICB. Since the =

2 operator scales
with sy2 , then it will be more effective at damping
instabilities which concentrate towards the ICB. Now,

Table 2
Ž .Critical parameter values using F in 3.2

m 1 G2
X

L 1.633 )2.6c

0.8138 0.7242
y3v 1.318=10 –c

Modes QQ –
Bifurcation Sub –

Fig. 5. For basic dipolar field concentration to the ICB: Top row:
Ž . Ž . Ž .the real parts of i b , ii b and iii b . The correspondings f z

imaginary parts are shown in the bottom row. All plots share the
same contour interval.

ohmic diffusion acts on modes which contain a lot of
Ž 2structure essentially, the = b becomes large wher-

ever there are strong changes in the gradient of the
.field, i.e., where the field contains a lot of structure .

Therefore, higher order modes concentrating towards
the ICB will be damped the most. This explains why
the most unstable mode is the ms1 instability and
L

X s1.633 as opposed to ms4 and L
X s0.4955 inc c

the case of field concentration towards the CMB.
The effect of field concentration to the ICB is a
stabilising one. The eigenfunctions for the field and
flow may be seen in Figs. 5 and 6.

Although the most unstable mode retains its
quadrupolar symmetry, the simple effect of concen-
trating field to the ICB has slightly increased L

X ,c

swapped the most unstable mode and drastically
reduced the frequency from y11.93 to 3.284=10y3

—the instability is now almost stationary. The non-
linear effect of the geostrophic flow still remains
subcritical.

It is worth observing that the addition of this
section’s dipolar modulation to a previously z-inde-
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Fig. 6. For basic dipolar field concentration to the ICB: Top row:
Ž . Ž . Ž .the real parts of i Õ , ii Õ and iii Õ . The correspondings f z

imaginary parts are shown in the bottom row. All plots share the
same contour interval.

w Ž .xpendent basic field i.e., in MF98, field 3.2 has
stabilised the system. This contrasts the destabilising
result of Section 5.1.

6. Conclusions

The work done in this paper analysed the linear
and nonlinear stability of a variety of dipolar and
quadrupolar basic state fields. The magnetostrophic
approximation was employed insofar as viscous
boundary layers were retained on the flat bounding
plates at zs"z . The viscous drag from these
boundary layers is balanced by the magnetic torque
over concentric circular cylinders leading to a deter-
mination of the geostrophic flow. We showed in
MF98 that the geostrophic flow is the first nonlinear
effect to act on an exponentially growing solution to
the linear problem. For z-independent basic field
configurations, we discovered subcritical instabilities
for certain cases of basic fields and aspect ratios. In

the viscous analyses of HF1,2 at finite Ekman num-
ber, Es10y4 , no subcritical instabilities were found.

In this work, we showed that a new constraint on
the basic state field and magnetic instability must be
satisfied. The axial component of the curl of the
linearised Lorentz force must vanish when integrated
over the height of the annular container. This is
satisfied by any s-dependent basic state and its asso-
ciated instability, but only by certain s- and z-depen-
dent basic fields and their associated instabilities. For
example, a quadrupolar instability must accompany a
dipolar azimuthal basic field and a dipolar instability
must accompany a quadrupolar basic field to be

Ž .certain that the consistency condition 4.4 is satis-
fied. For the other combinations of basic field and
instability, any results obtained may or may not be

Ž .consistent with 4.4 and the restoration of some
form of viscosity in the perturbation equations will
be needed to resolve this problem.

In this work, we ask the question: do the magne-
tostrophic results of FLMO and MF98 carry over to
more geophysically realistic field configurations, and
if so, how do the results compare with the corre-
sponding viscous problem considered by HF3,4? To
answer these questions, we used the energetic El-
sasser number L

X defined on a field’s total magnetic
w Ž .xenergy see 5.1 . This allowed us to consistently

compare the different basic fields of this work and of
MF98.

The introduction of an axial dependence on to a
z-independent basic field was found to have a desta-
bilising effect for dipolar basic fields concentrating
to the CMB and a stabilising effect for the dipole
fields concentrating to the ICB and all quadrupolar
basic fields. This result is intriguing in that the
observed geomagnetic field exhibits a dipolar-type
symmetry which can be more susceptible to mag-
netic instabilities than the quadrupole type. In each
case of DD- and QQ-basic fields, given in Section 5,
the most unstable mode was the ms4 mode and its
nonlinear bifurcation due to V was found to beG

subcritical.
ŽThe addition of a magnetic wind driven by the

.basic state was found not to make any significant
Ždifference to stability results with or without the

.geostrophic flow . Also, a modification of the aspect
ratio was very mildly stabilising. Apart from these
small differences, the addition of the magnetic wind
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and the modification of the aspect ratio did not
produce significantly different results to warrant their
inclusion here.

For stability analyses in the past, only certain
forms of basic field have been considered. Specifi-
cally, those that concentrate field to the CMB. We
have shown that DD- and QQ-fields concentrating to
the ICB changes the most unstable mode. We have
shown that the ms1 instability becomes preferred
as field concentrates more towards the ICB. This can
be understood in terms of the amount of ohmic
diffusion experienced by a mode as it approaches the
axis of rotation. On comparison with the equivalent
basic field concentrating to the CMB, fields concen-
trating to the ICB showed azimuthal modes becom-
ing heavily damped by ohmic diffusion. What was
surprising was that as the higher order modes were
becoming stabilised, the ms1 mode was desta-
bilised under the DD-basic field.

We found that the geostrophic flow was domi-
nated by its mean poloidal field contribution when
basic fields concentrating to the CMB were used.
The reverse was found to be true for fields concen-

Žtrating to the ICB there, V was dominated by itsG
.contribution from the magnetic instability . This re-

sult is interesting in the light of a similar calculation
in a spherical geometry carried out by Fearn et al.
Ž .1994 . They found in a magnetoconvection analysis
in a spherical geometry that the contribution from
the mean poloidal field was negligible. This would
seem to suggest that its contribution could be ne-
glected in general. However, our finding shows that
the mean poloidal field’s contribution to V cannotG

simply be ignored and is sensitive to the basic state
field used.

An important question that we posed was as to
whether the qualitative difference between the vis-
cous analysis of HF1,2 and the magnetostrophic
analysis of MF98 or FLMO would carry over to
more relevant field configurations. The answer is
yes. Under the magnetostrophic approximation, the
top and bottom no-normal-flow boundary conditions
become degenerate. This leaves a two-dimensional
‘undetermined’ geostrophic flow unlike in the sphere
where the boundary conditions are linearly indepen-
dent. We have chosen to set the non-axisymmetric
component of V s0 for numerical tractability andG

for physical realism. However, there is no mathemat-

ical reason why this should be so. Further work is
needed to resolve the undetermined component. In
the viscid calculations of HF1–4, the geostrophic
flow is calculated implicitly and will naturally incor-
porate a non-axisymmetric component if it exists.
How important this component was to HF1–4 is
difficult to say. However, from Fig. 4 in HF4, it is
evident that there is a distinct z-dependence in their

ŽU and U solutions the axisymmetric flow solu-f s
.tions just in excess of neutral stability. At their

value of the Ekman number, Es10y4 , this indi-
cates the equal importance of other nonlinear effects,
of whom, we would not expect to see at, lower, more
geophysically realistic values of E. Therefore, an
explanation for the qualitative difference between
HF1–4 and this work is that in our work, V is theG

only nonlinear effect and in HF1–4, the Ekman
number E is not sufficiently small for it to be
dominant.

Although a cylindrical geometry initially seems
more numerically tractable than the spherical geome-
try, we have found that it leads to hidden complica-

Ž .tions in both the linear and nonlinear regimes that
do not arise in the geophysically relevant spherical
shell. To this end, care must be exercised when a
cylindrical geometry is used, especially when certain
aspects of the physics are expected to carry over to
the spherical shell geometry.
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